Pigeons use distinct hold phases to control pecking
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Introduction
Despite being a rapid movement, pigeons peck accurately at small targets.
As they do so, their heads follow a specific sequence of movements which
consists of two stop phases and two thrust phases (Zweers, 1982). It has
been postulated that the first stop phase, F1, is used for decision making,
and the second, F2, for motor planning (Goodale, 1983), however, these
conclusions have never been tested experimentally.

Exp 1: Methods

Exp 2: Methods

Does F2 duration increase as target size decreases?

Is F1 used to make the decision between two targets?
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Stimulus was a white circle on a 15” computer monitor

Stimuli were two white circles (same as experiment 1)
presented simultaneously, surrounded by differently
coloured squares (one colour cued a reward)
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Ten sets of three stimuli: first stimulus appeared in the
center, the second and third stimuli appeared on either side
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Each set only has one size, each size shown twice
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Five sizes: 5.1, 8.1, 12.9, 20.3, and 32.3 mm
Task: peck the circles as they appear
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Measures: accuracy of correct pecks, F1, F2 durations

Measures: F2 and F1 durations, beak distance from the screen, head orientation
during F1, F2, and at peck
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F2 duration and stimulus
size are strongly negatively
correlated in all birds when
the four smaller stimuli
sizes are examined
ps < .005
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Pigeons can differentiate
between stimuli pairs, but make
more errors with increasing
stimuli difficulty

F1 durations are longer when
two targets are present
compared to the single target,
but did not increase as difficulty
increased. F2 duration was
unaffected by target amount or
difficulty

Conclusions
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Pigeons use F2 to collect information to pre-program the final peck
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Head orientation is partly adjusted to the stimulus during the thrust phase
following F1
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Head orientation is initially
adjusted between F1 and F2,
with further modification after
F2 until the beak touches the
screen
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• One marker (tape) on beak
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• Two lightweight structures (head and
back) with retro-reflective markers (3x3
Designs Ltd.)

C, D. Distances between
beak and screen increase
significantly with stimulus size
in all four birds ps < .05
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Side-view of pigeon wearing
markers within Qualisys analysis
software

A, B. Both F1 and F2
durations decrease as
stimulus size increases (two
significantly for F2 and all four
significantly for F1)
ps < .05
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2) F1 duration will increase as decision difficulty (stimuli similarity) increases
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1) F2 duration will increase as target size decreases
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Exp 1: Results

Are F1 and F2 used for decision making and motor planning, respectively?
Hypotheses

Task: peck the circle surrounded by the “correctly” coloured
square (red = “correct” for three of five subjects). Colours
increased in similarity in order to increase difficulty of
differentiation

The distances from the screen of pigeons’ heads during F1 and F2 are
affected by stimulus size
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The function of F1 goes beyond decision making, and likely involves planning
of some part of the final pecking movement
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